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Monocular SLAM has attracted more attention recently due to its flexibility and being economic. In this paper, a novel metric
online direct monocular SLAM approach is proposed, which can obtain the metric reconstruction of the scene. In the proposed
approach, a chessboard is utilized to provide initial depth map and scale correction information during the SLAM process. The
involved chessboard provides the absolute scale of scene, and it is seen as a bridge between the camera visual coordinate and the
world coordinate. The scene is reconstructed as a series of key frames with their poses and correlative semidense depth maps,
using a highly accurate pose estimation achieved by direct grid point-based alignment. The estimated pose is coupled with depth
map estimation calculated by filtering over a large number of pixelwise small-baseline stereo comparisons. In addition, this paper
formulates the scale-drift model among key frames and the calibration chessboard is used to correct the accumulated pose error. At
the end of this paper, several indoor experiments are conducted. The results suggest that the proposed approach is able to achieve
higher reconstruction accuracy when compared with the traditional LSD-SLAM approach. And the approach can also run in real
time on a commonly used computer.

1. Introduction
In the robotics community, simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM) refers to creating the surrounding map
and determining self-position, which is necessary for a
robot to autonomously navigate in an unknown environment
[1]. The map of the unknown environment must be built
incrementally. This means the class of methods must focus
on computational algorithms which integrate the new information incrementally [2]. Because camera sensor is cheap, is
light, and has low power requirement when compared with
other sensors like depth camera, visual SLAM has become a
popular research topic.
Traditional visual navigation usually uses a stereo visual
system, which can directly provide the 3-dimensional information of circumstance, and the position of cameras can be
easily estimated by utilizing the visual difference coming from
two or more cameras. Whereas the accuracy of stereo visual
navigation is limited by the length of base line, this problem
is crucial especially in applications where the base line is

seriously limited, such as remote sensing and micro UAVs.
Therefore, the monocular visual navigation tends to be more
general and commonly used.
Generally speaking, there exist two classes of monocular SLAM: feature-based methods and direct methods. In
feature-based approaches, including filtering-based [3, 4] and
keyframe-based, the geometric information is estimated from
image sequences. The whole process is usually split into two
sequential steps: extracting feature observations from the
image and calculating the scene geometry and camera pose
as a function of these feature observations only by using
multiview stereo matches.
This uncoupling predigests the overall problem at the cost
of information lose, such as information presenting curved
edges. This class of image information often makes up a large
part of the image especially in man-made environment and is
important for a robot to fulfill tasks like obstacle avoidance.
Direct visual odometry (VO) methods overcome this
limitation by calculating camera pose directly on the image
intensities, in which all information contained in the image is
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used. Moreover, more geometry information of the environment can be used in the direct methods, and that is helpful
for obtaining higher accuracy and robustness, especially in
simplex environments where few key points are available.
The geometry information about the scene is valuable for
robotics in many applications such as augmented reality. It is
well known that direct image alignment is well established for
stereo sensors or RGB-D [5, 6]. However, in monocular visual
applications, the existed scale ambiguity problem is hard to
solve by direct approach. Until recently [7–9], the precise
and intact dense depth maps are computed with a variation
formulation. However, its computational complexity is so
large that a powerful GPU is required to guarantee the online
availability. In [10], a semidense depth filtering formulation
is proposed, which significantly reduces computational complexity. Thus, it is able to run online on a CPU and even on a
smartphone [11]. With the assistance of key-points methods,
direct tracking method even can achieve higher frame-rates
on embedded platforms [12].
In both feature-based methods and direct methods,
monocular SLAM can only get the reconstruction of scene
up to a scale. There still exist more challenges of scale drift,
which is seen as the major reason for accumulated error [13].
Due to the scale-drift phenomenon in monocular SLAM, the
3D similarity transform is adopted to represent camera poses
instead of rigid body transformations [12]. And also loop
closures detection is used as constraints to correct the scale
drift. Using landmarks is also a method to reduce the scale
drift, but it only can be applied in a cooperative scene [14].
As to the scale-ambivalent for the monocular SLAM method,
it must be handled with either scale as a dubious factor
or some additional information, such as point coordinates
on a calibration object in the world coordinate and must
be introduced to calculate the scale [15], and exploiting
nonhomonymic motion constraints also work [16]. In our
work, we solve the two problems by using a chessboard as
a calibration reference. We need to be reminded here that
the chessboard is widely and easily used. Therefore, in our
approach, the chessboard is supposed to be involved in the
visual field at the beginning of the SLAM process.
Contributions of This Paper. We present a metric online direct
semidense monocular SLAM method, which calculates the
real-time camera pose and builds consistent maps of the
environment in metric scale, even in a large-scale environment. The method estimates the depth maps using a filteringbased algorithm, coupled with direct image alignment, and a
chessboard is used to provide an initial depth estimation, in
which the scale of the world is introduced into the mapping.
The method presents steady tracking of the motion of the
camera and accurate mapping of the environment and can
run in real time on a CPU. The main contributions of this
paper are (1) a method to introduce the metric scale into the
monocular SLAM system and (2) a method to correct scale
drift with a calibration object where a rule is proposed to
determine when the calibration object is within the horizon
of the camera and required to be detected for the purpose of
reducing computation cost.
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2. Preliminaries
In this section, some relevant mathematical definitions and
notations used in this paper will be introduced. In particular,
we introduce the most widely used camera model, pinhole
camera model (Section 2.1), and represent the 3D poses
as elements of Lie-Algebras (Section 2.2). In addition, we
briefly introduce the solution for a weighted least-squares
minimization on Lie-manifolds (Section 2.3).
Notations. Matrices are donated by bold, capital letters (𝑅)
and vectors by bold, lower case letters (𝜉):
R𝑎𝑏 : direction cosine matrix between 𝑎- and 𝑏coordinates;
t𝑎𝑏 : relative translation-vector between 𝑎- and 𝑏coordinates;
K𝑖 : camera matrix for 𝑖th camera;
X𝐶, X𝑊: 3D point coordinate in camera coordinate or
world coordinate;
Ω: set of normalized pixel coordinates;
𝐼 : Ω → 𝑅: images;
𝐷 : Ω → 𝑅+ : inverse depth map;
𝑉 : Ω → 𝑅+ : inverse depth variance map.
2.1. Camera Model and Coordinate Definition. The most
widely used camera model is the pinhole camera model
which is shown in Figure 1.
As described in Figure 1, the camera perspective model
can be expressed as

Z𝑐 ⋅ r𝑂𝐼 𝑃𝐼

1
[ 𝑑𝑥 0 𝑢0 ] 𝑓 0 0 0
[
]
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]
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],
=[
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𝑦
0
0(1×3) 1
1
[ 0 0 1 0]
where (𝑢0 , V0 ) is the camera principal point, 𝑓 is the metric
focal length, and 𝑑𝑥 and 𝑑𝑦 denote the physical width
and height of one pixel. R𝑊𝐶, t𝑊𝐶 are external coefficients
between 𝐶 and 𝑊.
As described in aforementioned introduction, a chessboard is used to initialize the depth map. During the
initialization process, the relationship between the camera
coordinate and the world coordinate is estimated. Herein, the
world coordinate is defined as follows: the original point is
the left-top point of the chessboard, the 𝑋-coordinate is the
top line of the chessboard and points to the right, and 𝑌coordinate is the left line of the chessboard and points to the
bottom, as described in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Camera perspective model.

inverse is denoted by 𝜉 = logSE(3) (G) and 𝜉 = logSim(3) (G).
So the transformation moving a point from frame 𝑖 to frame
𝑗 is written as 𝜉𝑖𝑗 . As in rigid body transform description, the
pose concatenation operator ∘ : SE(3) × SE(3) → SE(3) is
defined as

X

𝜉𝑘𝑖 fl 𝜉𝑘𝑗 ∘ 𝜉𝑗𝑖
Z

fl logSE(3) (expSE(3) (𝜉𝑘𝑗 ) ⋅ expSE(3) (𝜉𝑗𝑖 ))

which can be defined analogously for similarity transform.
Please see [10] for more details.

Y

Figure 2: World coordinate definition.

2.2. 3D Pose Representing as Elements of Lie-Algebras. In
this section,the representation of 3D pose transformation is
described in the same way as in previous researches, such as
[9, 10]. In order to guarantee the fluency of the presentation,
we still utilize the most commonly used description of this
problem. Usually, 3D rigid body transform G ∈ SE(3) denotes
translation and rotation in 3D that is defined by
R t
) , with R ∈ SO (3) , t ∈ 𝑅3 .
G=(
0 1

(2)

And 3D similarity transform S ∈ Sim(3) denotes scaling,
translation, and rotation that is defined by
G=(

𝑠R t

),
0 1

(4)

with R ∈ SO (3) , t ∈ 𝑅3 , 𝑠 ∈ 𝑅+ .

(3)

But a nonredundant expression for the camera pose
is needed during optimization, which cannot be given by
definition above, so the corresponding element 𝜉SE(3) of the
associated Lie-algebra is used to represent 3D rigid body
transform and 𝜉 ∈ Sim(3) for 3D similarity transform.
Elements are transformed into SE(3) by the exponential map
G = expSE(3) (𝜉) for rigid body transform and into Sim(3)
by map G = expSim(3) (𝜉) for similarity transform, and their

2.3. Solution for Weighted Gauss-Newton Optimization. The
Gauss-Newton algorithm is effective with nonlinear leastsquares problems, with the advantage of a small computation
cost [17]. The problem is usually described as follows: given
𝑚 functions r = (𝑟1 , . . . , 𝑟𝑚 ) of 𝑛 variables 𝛽 = (𝛽1 , . . . , 𝛽𝑛 ),
with 𝑚 > 𝑛, the Gauss-Newton algorithm iteratively finds the
minimum of the sum of squares:
𝑚

𝑆 (𝛽) = ∑𝑟𝑖2 (𝛽) .

(5)

𝑖=1

Beginning with an initial guess 𝛽(0) , the method proceeds
with the iterations [17]:
−1

𝛽(𝑠+1) = 𝛽(𝑠) − (J𝑇r Jr ) J𝑇r r (𝛽(𝑠) ) ,

(6)

where if r and 𝛽 are column vectors, the entries of the
Jacobian matrix are [17]
(Jr )𝑖𝑗 =

𝜕𝑟𝑖 (𝛽(𝑠) )
𝜕𝛽𝑗

.

(7)

And an iteratively reweighted least-squares problem is
proposed to be robust to outliers arising, for example, from
occlusions or reflections, which can be expressed as [17]
𝑚

𝑆 (𝛽) = ∑𝜔𝑖 (𝜉) 𝑟𝑖2 (𝛽)
𝑖=1

(8)
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and can be proceeded by the iterations [17]
−1

𝛽(𝑠+1) = 𝛽(𝑠) − (J𝑇r WJr ) J𝑇r Wr (𝛽(𝑠) ) ,

(9)

where W = W(𝛽(𝑠) ) is a weight matrix computed in each
iteration and used to downweight large residuals.

3. Metric Online Monocular SLAM
This main contribution of this paper is that it provides
a metric online monocular SLAM approach, by using a
commonly used chessboard reference. The process can be
divided into 5 parts. The chessboard provides the initial depth
estimation of the scene, and the initial guess can be seen as the
scaled source of the scene reconstruction. The initial depth
estimation results are able to correct the scale drift through
the key frames transfer, and thus we can obtain a global metric
reconstruction. The whole process of this approach is shown
in Figure 3.
In this section, we introduce our work from 4 parts:
the initial depth estimation in Section 3.1, the estimation
of camera pose using alignment in Section 3.2, method
to correct the accumulated pose error with the aid of a
chessboard in Section 3.3, and the depth map estimation and
optimization in Section 3.4.
3.1. Initial Metric Depth Estimation. In the initial process,
unlike in the traditional LSD-SLAM approach, we use a
standard, key point-based method to obtain the initial depth
map with the aid of a calibration object, which is a commonly
used chessboard in this paper. We need to be reminded here
that any other reference object is also good to fulfill this initial
depth estimation process.
During the calibration process, the chessboard corners
detection should be executed at the beginning. With the
known 2D coordinates of chessboard corners and corresponding 3D coordinates, the relative pose of camera to the
world coordinate can be got, which is known as the PNP
problem [18].

3.1.1. Image Points Matching. To run online, only the depth of
pixels with sufficiently large intensity gradient, which means
that the pixel is a corner or on the edges, is estimated.
We search the corresponding points of those pixels on the
epipolar lines in the second image using a window-based
matching approach with a window size of 3 pixels. Also,
parallax constraint and sequence constraint are used to
reduce the mismatching.
3.1.2. Initial Depth Map Estimation. With the known intrinsic
camera parameters, extrinsic parameters, and corresponding
image point pairs, the initial depth map can be estimated:
𝑘1
−1
−1 −1
K
x
−R
K
x
]
[
] = R𝑐−1
t𝑤 − R𝑐−1
t𝑤 ,
[R𝑐−1
1
2
𝑐
𝑤
𝑤
1
2
1 𝑤 𝑐1
2 𝑤 𝑐2
𝑘2

where 𝑘1 , 𝑘2 is inverse depth of pixel in the 1st image and 2nd
image and x1 , x2 is the homogeneous image pixel coordinate.
3.2. Pose Tracking. As a recursive process in the visual
localization, the pose tracking is the main task. Now the commonly used pose tracking method is the image alignment, in
which image sequences sampled in different time steps are
consequently utilized, to provide the location verification of
the moving camera. As the same in traditional monocular
visual odometry researches, such as [7], we use the image
alignment method by utilizing the direct features. The 3D
pose 𝜉𝑗𝑖 ∈ SE(3) of a new frame related to its keyframe
is calculated using the direct SE(3) image alignment, and
pose of keyframe is tracked using the direct Sim(3) image
alignment. We need to be reminded here that, as described
in the commonly used approaches, we use the same image
alignment based pose tracking approach; please see [19] for
more details. In order to make the description more fluent, we
use the same nomination during the problem formulation.
3.2.1. Direct SE(3) Image Alignment. The pose estimation of a
new frame is treated as a problem to minimize the variancenormalized photometric error:

 2

 𝑟𝑝 (p, 𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) 


𝐸𝑝 (𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) = ∑  2

𝜎



p∈Ω𝐷𝑖 
𝑟𝑝 (p,𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) 
𝛿
with 𝑟𝑝2 (p, 𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) fl 𝐼𝑖 (p) − 𝐼𝑗 (𝜔 (p, 𝐷𝑖 (p) , 𝜉𝑗𝑖 )) , 𝜎𝑟2𝑝 (p,𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) fl 2𝜎𝐼2 + (

where ‖ ⋅ ‖𝛿 is the Huber norm

2

 2 
𝑟 
 𝛿

𝑟
{
{
{
fl { 2𝛿
{
{|𝑟| − 𝛿
2
{

(10)

𝜕𝑟𝑝2

(p, 𝜉𝑗𝑖 )

𝜕𝐷𝑖 (p)

2

(11)

) 𝑉𝑖 (p) ,

The Huber norm is applied to normalize the estimation
residual. The residual’s variance 𝜎𝑟2𝑝 (p,𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) is computed using
covariance propagation:
if |𝑟| ≤ 𝛿
otherwise.

(12)

∑ ≈ J𝑓 ∑ J𝑇𝑓 .
𝑓

X

(13)
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 rp (𝐩, 𝝃) rd2 (𝐩, 𝝃) 

min ∑  2
+ 2
𝝃∈Sim(3) 𝐩∈Ω 
𝜎r (𝐩,𝝃) 
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𝑑
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Figure 3: Overview over the whole SLAM system.

𝑉𝑖 is the inverse depth variance, and 𝜎𝐼2 is the image dense
noise which is assumed to follow Gaussian distribution. The
problem is solved using iteratively reweighted Gauss-Newton
optimization described in Section 2.3.
3.2.2. Direct Sim(3) Image Alignment. To solve the scaledrift problem, direct Sim(3) image alignment is used to
estimate edges between keyframes. After the depth map
of a keyframe is refined, it is scaled to make its mean
inverse depth to be one. Then, the direct Sim(3) image
alignment is performed to elegantly incorporate the scaling
difference between keyframes. Similarly to direct SE(3) image
alignment, the pose between two keyframes, represented as
3D similarity transform S ∈ Sim(3), is estimated as a problem
to minimize the variance-normalized photometric error:
 2

 𝑟𝑝 (p, 𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) 𝑟𝑑2 (p, 𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) 
 .
+ 2
𝐸 (𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) = ∑  2

𝜎
𝜎


p∈Ω𝐷𝑖 
𝑟𝑑 (p,𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) 
 𝑟𝑝 (p,𝜉𝑗𝑖 )
𝛿

And the depth residual 𝑟𝑑 and its variance 𝜎𝑟2𝑑 (p,𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) are
computed as [10]
𝑟𝑑 (p, 𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) fl [p ]3 − 𝐷𝑗 ([p ]1,2 ) ,
𝜎𝑟2𝑑 (p,𝜉𝑗𝑖 )



fl (𝑉𝑗 ([p ]1,2 )) (
+ 𝑉𝑖 (p) (

𝜕𝑟𝑑 (p, 𝜉𝑗𝑖 )
𝜕𝐷𝑗 [p ]1,2

𝜕𝑟𝑑 (p, 𝜉𝑗𝑖 )
𝜕𝐷𝑖 (p)

2

)

(15)

2

)

and p fl 𝜔𝑠 (p, 𝐷𝑖 (p), 𝜉𝑗𝑖 ) denotes the corresponding point.
The problem can also be solved with iteratively
reweighted Gauss-Newton optimization, which is the most
commonly adopted approach in nonlinear optimization
problem, as described in Section 2.3.

(14)

Here, a depth residual 𝑟𝑑 is incorporated, which penalizes
deviations in inverse depth between keyframes, allowing to
directly estimate the scaled transformation between them.

3.3. Pose Error Correction. In this section, we will show
the outer assistance of a chessboard work in the pose error
correction and in the depth maps accumulation errors correction. This is the main contribution of our work. Our SLAM
approach is designed for the indoor robots, which means that
it is possible for the robots to see the calibration object more
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than once while moving. So it is practical to correct the pose
estimation error accumulated with the calibration object.
3.3.1. Chessboard Corners Detection. It is unnecessary to
detect the chessboard in every frame, which is of great
computational cost. We give a principle to judge whether to
detect the chessboard with the aid of pose of current frame.
When the four corners of the chessboard can be observed,
the whole chessboard is inside the horizon, which can be
used to decide when to detect the chessboard. In the world
coordinate, the four corners of the chessboard are X1 =
(0, 0, 0), X2 = (𝑤, 0, 0), X3 = (0, ℎ, 0), and X4 = (𝑤, ℎ, 0),
where 𝑤 and ℎ are the width and height of the chessboard. The
pose of current frame to world coordinate can be calculated:
R𝑐𝑤cf = 𝑠R𝑐𝑤kf R𝑐𝑐cfkf ,
𝑤 𝑐kf
𝑤
t𝑤
𝑐cf = 𝑠R𝑐kf t𝑐cf + t𝑐kf ,

(16)

𝑐kf
𝑐kf
where 𝑠R𝑐𝑤kf and t𝑤
𝑐kf are the pose of keyframe and R𝑐cf and t𝑐cf
are the relative pose of current frame to current keyframe.
And homogeneous image pixel coordinate can be
expressed as
𝑐cf
X𝑖 + t𝑐𝑤kf ) ,
x𝑖 = K (R𝑤

𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4.

(17)

A chessboard detection is performed only under the
condition that x𝑖 is within the image:
0≤

x𝑖(1,1)
≤ 𝐿 𝑤,
x𝑖(3,1)

0≤

x𝑖(2,1)
≤ 𝐿 ℎ,
x𝑖(3,1)

(18)
𝑖 = 1, 2, 3, 4.

Usually, successful chessboard detection is hard to
achieve when the camera is too far away from the chessboard,
even when the whole chessboard can be observed, so we add
a limitation to avoid the case:
 𝑤 
t𝑐  ≤ 3.
 cf 

(19)

3.3.2. Pose Correction. When chessboard detection is performed successfully on current frame while failing on previous frame, a new keyframe will be created with a corrected
pose which is estimated with the correspondence between
the image coordinate and the world coordinate of those
chessboard corners. Then, relative pose between new created
keyframe and previous keyframe can be calculated as
1
−1
R𝑐𝑐cfkf = R𝑐𝑤kf R𝑐𝑤cf ,
𝑠
1
𝑤
t𝑐𝑐kfcf = R𝑐𝑤kf (t𝑤
𝑐kf − t𝑐cf )
𝑠

(20)

with which the depth map of new keyframe can be initialized
by projecting points from the previous frame.

3.4. Depth Map Estimation and Optimization. The depth map
estimation problem is the most commonly referred problem
in monocular SLAM, and in this paper we still use the most
common method to execute the depth map estimation using
the method proposed in [19]. When a new frame is obtained,
we first measure whether the camera has moved far away
enough from its keyframe that a new keyframe should be
created using it. To do this, a weighted combination of relative
distance and angle to the current keyframe is threshold,
which is the same as in [19].
After the pose estimation process, the pose graph optimization is necessary to continuously optimize the map
which consists of a set of keyframes and their camera poses.
The error function is defined in the following equation, the
same in [20],
𝐸 (𝜉𝑊1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝜉𝑊𝑛 )
fl

∑
(𝜉𝑗𝑖 ,Φ𝑗𝑖 )∈𝜀

𝑇

−1
−1
(𝜉𝑗𝑖 ⋅ 𝜉−1
𝑊𝑖 ⋅ 𝜉𝑊𝑗 ) Φ𝑗𝑖 (𝜉𝑗𝑖 ⋅ 𝜉𝑊𝑖 ⋅ 𝜉𝑊𝑗 ) .

(21)

4. Experiments
In the experiments process, the SLAM approach is executed
in an indoor environment, where the visual scene is occupied
by artificial equipment. In the experiment, the camera is
selected as a commonly used industrial camera, the framefrequency of which is higher than 30 frames/sec.
Before the experiment, the camera is placed in front of a
chessboard for the initial alignment, from which the initial
positions and gestures between camera and word coordinate
are calculated. During the experiment process, the hand-held
camera is moved around the house arbitrarily and returned
to the start position at the end of the experiment. Based
on the same datasets sampled in the moving process, our
SLAM approach is run twice to provide the comparisons of
these two different methods. The first experiment utilizes the
most common monocular SLAM approach, as described in
[9]. The second experiment is calculated with the assistance
of the chessboard, especially in the correction of error
accumulation. Both the reconstruction results and the egomotion estimation results are depicted in Figure 4. Herein
the SLAM results in only two keyframes are provided for
simplicity, and the comparison in the whole moving process
is the same as in the selected keyframes.
As depicted in the experimental results, we can easily find
that there exits accumulated error in pose estimation when
the traditional LSD-SLAM method is used, which is shown in
Figure 4. As a result, the corresponding reconstruction results
are also degenerated obviously. Thus, we can intuitively
find that there exist ghost images of some reconstructed
objects. While the proposed method with the outer reference
assistance is used, the ego-motion estimation results can be
improved, from which the reconstruction results can also be
corrected with the assistance of chessboard calibration. Thus,
we can achieve higher accuracy mapping of the experiment
scene, and the reconstruction map of the scene in the second
method is able to obtain solely results, without any ghost
reconstruction in Figures 5 and 6.
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Figure 5: A comparison between the reconstructed points and the
real ones. The red points are real chessboard corners and the blue
ones are those reconstructed.

The aforementioned results can only provide a visualized comparison. In order to assess the proposed method
quantitatively, we also provide a numerical analysis of the
reconstruction results. Because the around scene during the
experimental process is randomly selected, without any other
information about the accurate scale and size, thus we choose
the reconstructed result of the known chessboard to verify
the accuracy of our method. As depicted in Figure 5, the
comparison between the reconstructed chessboard corners
and the real ones is shown.
As depicted in Figure 5, because our SLAM system can
achieve a metric reconstruction of scene, we can find that the
reconstruction precision is well improved remarkably with
the assistance of the chessboard measurements.
In addition, all the coordinates of a randomly selected
chessboard corner in different keyframes are also counted,
and it is used to show the variation of accuracy about the
reconstructed results.
From the results shown in Figure 6, we find that, at the
beginning of the experiments, both the original LSD-SLAM
method and the proposed corrected LSD-SLAM method can
achieve accurate reconstruction of the chessboard corner. But
along with the increasing measurements, the reconstruction

−0.2
Z (m)

−0.1
−0.1

−0.4
−0.6
−0.8
−1

Ground truth
LSD-SLAM
Corrected LSD

Figure 6: Reconstructed chessboard corners in different keyframes.

error of the original LSD-SLAM method increases rapidly,
while that of those proposed method is kept in a limit range,
which indicates that our method can correct the accumulative
error.

5. Conclusion
In this article, a metric direct monocular SLAM system is
introduced, which can run in real time on a CPU and can
obtain metric reconstruction of the scene. Based on the
assistance of a chessboard, the initial depth map is estimated;
meanwhile, the similarity transform between known world
coordinate and the map coordinate is calculated, which can
be used to convert the map to the known world coordinate.
The system is tested in a complex indoor environment, and its
accuracy is verified with a comparison between the estimated
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chessboard corner coordinates and the real ones. The indoor
experiments prove the effectiveness of the proposed metric
monocular SLAM approach.
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